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Monitoring mortality as an indicator of
influenza in Catalonia, Spain

Angela Dominguez, Pilar Mufioz, Anna Martinez, Angels Orcau

Abstract
Study objective - This study aimed to in-
vestigate the behaviour oftwo indicators of
influenza activity in the area of Barcelona
and to evaluate the usefulness ofmodelling
them to improve the detection ofinfluenza
epidemics.
Design - Descriptive time series study
using the number of deaths due to all
causes registered by funeral services and
reported cases of influenza-like illness.
The study concentrated on five influenza
seasons, from week 45 of 1988 to week 44
of 1993. The weekly number of deaths and
cases of influenza-like illness registered
were processed using identification of a
time series ARIMA model.
Setting - Six large towns in the Barcelona
province which have more than 60 000 in-
habitants and funeral services in all of
them.
Main results - For mortality, the proposed
model was an autoregressive one of order
2 (ARIMA (2,0,0)) and for morbidity it was
one of order 3 (ARIMA (3,0,0)). Finally,
the two time series were analysed together
to facilitate the detection of possible im-
plications between them. The joint study
of the two series shows that the mortality
series can be modelled separately from the
reported morbidity series, but the mor-
bidity series is influenced as much by the
number of previous cases of influenza re-
ported as by the previous mortality re-
gistered.
Conclusions - The model based on general
mortality is useful for detecting epidemic
activity of influenza. However, because
there is not an absolute gold standard that
allows definition of the beginning of the
epidemic, the final decision of when it is
considered an epidemic and control meas-
ures recommended should be taken after
evaluating all the indicators included in
the influenza surveillance programme.

(J Epidemiol Community Health 1996;50:293-298)

Until the 1 950s the concept of surveillance was
confined to observation of healthy people who
had been in contact with individuals who were
seriously ill. Its aim was to detect, as early as
possible, the appearance ofsigns and symptoms
of illness and to act accordingly. It was in
the 60s that the concept of epidemiological
surveillance emerged. This, as first described
by Langmuir,' involves the "continued watch-
fulness over the distribution and trends of in-

cidence through the systematic collection,
consolidation and evaluation of morbidity
and mortality reports and other relevant data.
Intrinsic in the concept is the regular dis-
semination ofthe basic data and interpretations
to all who have contributed and to all others
who need to know."

In recent years some authors have begun to
use the term "public health surveillance" in an
attempt to both apply the concept not just to
illnesses but to any phenomenon of interest to
health administrators, and to tie up surveillance
with the adoption of health measures for con-
trolling problems.23 The aims of public health
surveillance are to describe the pattern of ill-
nesses, to detect epidemics, to know about
isolated cases of rare diseases, to identify risk
factors, to evaluate prevention and control pro-
grammes, and to project the future health needs
of the population.4 Of all these aims, that of
detecting epidemic situations continues to be
a challenge for the different public health ser-
vices, especially when it is a question of moni-
toring illnesses which, like influenza, have an
epidemic behaviour that is not well known.5
The main feature of the influenza virus is that
it periodically changes its antigenic structure,
which usually means a rapid spread of the virus
and the consequent appearance of excesses in
morbidity and mortality, since the population's
immunity to the new variant of virus is very
low or nil.6 International health organisations
agree on the necessity of organising influenza
surveillance systems which suit the resources
and requirements of each country.78 Moreover,
such international cooperation guarantees the
availability of circulating strains each season,
thus making it possible to adapt the com-
position of the vaccine to the changes in the
influenza virus.

In Spain, there are influenza surveillance
programmes in some regions but there is not
a global one. In the autonomous community
of Madrid, a surveillance system is working
with morbidity but not mortality data. Its main
aim is to isolate and characterise the circulating
influenza virus.9 A previous system of moni-
toring deaths in the city of Barcelona has been
shown to be useful in detecting a suspected
epidemic ofinfluenza by analysing the mortality
data as a univariate time series.'0
An influenza surveillance programme has

been operating in Catalonia since 1988. Its
main aim is the identification of the types
and subtypes of the causal virus and the early
detection of influenza epidemics in order to
adopt the adequate control measures: ad-
ministration of vaccines and antiviral drugs
and organisation of the medical services. The
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Figure 1 Number of weekly deaths and weekly influenza-like illness reported in the area

of Barcelona, week 45, 1988 to week 44, 1993.

programme is based on the systematic col-
lection and evaluation of different indicators
during the active influenza season: reported
influenza-like illness, mortality from all causes,

home visits by general practitioners and pae-

diatricians, and isolations of influenza viruses.
Of these indicators, only the first two are avail-
able all year round, while the rest are gathered
only between weeks 45 and 16, when the in-
fluenza monitoring system is functioning act-
ively. We aimed to analyse the behaviour of
the number of deaths and the influenza-like
illnesses reported in the Barcelona area during
various influenza seasons and to evaluate the
usefulness of modelling them to improve the
detection of influenza epidemics.

Methods
TIME AMBIT OF THE STUDY

The study concentrated on five influenza sea-

sons, covering the time between week 45 of
1988 and week 44 of 1993. Epidemic activity
has been considered present when an influenza
virus has been isolated and more than one of
the morbidity indicators included in the system
has increased (reported influenza-like illnesses,
home visits by general practitioners, or home
visits by paediatricians).

SETTING

Six large towns in the Barcelona province:
l'Hospitalet de Llobregat, Matar6, Terrassa,
Manresa, Santa Coloma de Gramenet, and
Badalona. All these cities have more than
60 000 inhabitants and there are funeral ser-

vices in all of them. According to the 1991
census," the total population of the towns in-
cluded in this study was 950 334 (16% of the
whole population of Catalonia).

MORBIDITY
In Catalonia, which is an autonomous com-
munity situated in the north east of Spain, all
local health chiefs have to report each week the
number of cases of certain illnesses, including
influenza, on a specific form according to the
clinical feature. According to the notification
system in Catalonia, suspicion is sufficient for
notification.'2 Given the scant clinical specificity
of influenza and the difficulty of laboratory
diagnosis, what is really being reported is the
amount of influenza-like illness. Weekly num-
bers of cases of influenza-like illness reported
were gathered in the six towns above mentioned.

MORTALITY
The number of deaths due to all causes re-
gistered by the funeral services of the above-
mentioned townships was used as an indicator
of general mortality. A previous study carried
out in Barcelona had shown the validity of the
information provided by the funeral services.'0
The Barcelona Territorial Delegation has this
information for administrative purposes on a
daily basis and thus possesses information
ahead of that provided by the Statistical Bul-
letin of Deaths, which serves as the basis for
the official mortality register in our country.
The information obtained daily from the towns
included in the study has been aggregated into
a weekly figures so as to use the same time
intervals as the morbidity data.

MODELLING OF THE SERIES
The Box-Jenkins model was used to construct
the indicators."' This involves the processing
of time series using identification of the time
series ARIMA model, calculation of the para-
meters laid down in the identification, ve-
rification of the model and, once verification
has been deemed satisfactory, prediction.'4'5

Verification of the model was carried out
with a twofold aim in mind. Firstly, we verified
that the estimated parameters were significant
using the Student's test for each of the para-
meters. Next, we determined whether analysis
of the residuals was satisfactory. This was done
by graphic representation and inspection of
the plot of standardised residuals and their
autocorrelation function and partial auto-
correlation function, in order to confirm that
the residuals were "white noise". Finally, a
significant reduction in the variation of the
original series was confirmed. An anomalous
cause was detected using adapted prediction
(prediction that is updated week by week) ofthe
number of deaths or notifications of influenza
in the following week, as well as confidence
intervals. Once the number of real cases was
known, if this was above the upper limit of the
confidence interval, estimated at 95% for the
prediction, and this situation was maintained
for two weeks or more, it was considered a
symptom of a possible anomaly of general mor-
tality or influenza morbidity.
These periods were considered high risk

periods and in them the predictions and their
confidence intervals were not adapted (pre-
dictions and confidence intervals were cal-
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-Table 1 Interventions carried out in the mortality model

Weeks Year Type of intervention Concomitant factor

2 to 7 1990 D. Influenza epidemic
51 to 2 and 6 to 10 1990-91 Db No identified
51 to 2 and 5 1991-92 Db No identified
4 to 10 1993 Dd Influenza epidemic

Autocorrelation function

+2 SE

I I '1 Tl7''I 11 |T 1| -2 SE
_ ~~~~~~~40

Partial autocorrelation
- function

.1 ., .1
'l 11. 1 '' 'I'II

Figure 2 Autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function of the mortality
series residuals, week 45, 1988 to week 44, 1993.

Table 2 Interventions carried out in the morbidity model

Weeks Year Type of intervention Concomitant factor

53 to 3 1988-89 G. Influenza epidemic
3 to 7 1990 Gb Influenza epidemic
7 to 10 1991 G, Other respiratory

infections

Autocorrelation function

+2 SE

-2 SE

Partial autocorrelation
function

Figure 3 Autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function of the morbidity
series residuals, week 45, 1988 to week 44, 1993.

1*0 -

+2 SE
30

--2 SE

-1-0 -

Figure 4 Cross correlations of the residuals of mortality at time (t) and morbidity at

time (t +h), week 45, 1988 to week 44, 1993

culated with data that did not take into account
observations corresponding to high risk periods)
until the number of observations returned to
the usual levels.

The choice of models for the time series was
made on the basis of their greater sensitivity
in detecting anomalous values in short term
predictions.
The two time series were analysed together

by means of vector autoregressive processes
VAR(p)161 to facilitate the detection ofpossible
implications between the general mortality
series and that of influenza-like illness no-
tifications.

Results
Three seasons during the study period showed
epidemic activity. The joint representation of
the mortality series and reported morbidity
series is to be found in figure 1, in which the
number of weekly influenza notifications has
been divided by 20; the scale on the left refers
to the number of deaths, while the one on the
right indicates the number of influenza cases
reported. When the number of deaths or the
number of reported influenza-like illnesses was
abnormally increased, an intervention analysis
was done; this consists of adding dummy vari-
ables to the ARIMA model, taking the value 1
in the abnormal observations and 0 in the
other cases. The intervention analysis was done
retrospectively and showed its efficacy because
the residual variance diminished and then the
predictions were more accurate.
The model proposed for the mortality series

is an autoregressive one of order 2 ARIMA
(2,0,0), whose description is to be found in the
Appendix. Interventions carried out are to be
seen in table 1. Two of them agree with the
influenza activity detected by virus isolations
and other indicators, the third could be ex-
plained by an increase in other respiratory in-
fections. The fourth could not be related to
any factor; although there were some influenza
virus isolations, other indicators did not reveal
epidemic activity. In only one period (1988-89)
was the intervention not significant despite epi-
demic activity. The analysis of the residuals
was satisfactory. The graph of their functions
of autocorrelation and partial correlation can
be seen in figure 2. The variance of residuals
was lower than that of the original series -
252-41 compared with 599-76.
The model proposed for the reported mo-

bidity series is an autoregressive one of order
3 ARIMA (3,0,0), whose description is to be
found in the Appendix. The interventions car-
ried out are in table 2. Two of these in-
terventions agree with influenza epidemics and
the third was explained by an increase of other
respiratory infections. The functions of auto-
correlation and partial autocorrelation of re-
siduals confirmed that they were white noise,
shown in figure 3. In this case also, the variance
of the residuals was lower than that of the
original series - 133905-29 compared with
794879-23.

Finally, the time series of mortality and re-
ported morbidity were analysed jointly in order
to detect the possible implications between
the two, by means of vector autoregressive
processes VAR(p). The joint study of both
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series has shown that the mortality series can
be modelled separately from the reported mor-
bidity series, but the morbidity series is in-
fluenced as much by the number of cases
registered in this series in the previous weeks
as by the number of deaths that have occurred
in the previous weeks. The results of this model
are to be seen in the Appendix. Figure 4 shows
the sample cross-correlation of the two sets of
residuals.

Discussion
This study presents models developed to eval-
uate influenza activity through the number of
deaths registered for all causes and the number
of reported influenza-like illnesses.
Choi and Thacker,'4"5 in 1981, were the

first to use the ARIMA methods to model
pneumonia and influenza mortality in order to
estimate the excess deaths attributable to these
diseases. The advantage of ARIMA models
compared with other statistical techniques is a
more accurate prediction. Stroup et all8 com-
pared univariate and multivariate models for
influenza and all causes of mortality using data
from age groups for earlier detection of in-
fluenza epidemics. General mortality was also
used by some authors as the indicator of in-
fluenza activity rather than specific mortality for
influenza and pneumonia because the former
probably reflects the excess mortality caused
by influenza better than the latter.1920 Influenza
usually affects people with other disorders and
not infrequently the death certificate gives these
pathologies as the primary cause of death. In
a Dutch study, Sprenger et al20 noted that for
every officially registered influenza death there
were 2-6 deaths for the same cause that were
not registered as such. Lui2l points out that
definitive diagnosis of influenza belongs to the
laboratory, and for determining the cause of
death these data are not available. In practice,
therefore, the decision to classify a death within
the category of pneumonia-influenza is sub-
jective and could be biased. Thus, the total
number of deaths is an objective datum which
could be a better representation of the excess
of mortality by influenza.
When only mortality in those over 60 or over

65 was used to predict epidemics, results were
usually no better than for general mortality. 18 19
Our results support the idea that general mor-
tality is useful for identifying an increase in
influenza activity. The series in this study show
that in the periods when an increase in general
mortality has occurred, the number of reported
influenza-like illnesses had also increased.
The number of reported influenza-like ill-

nesses presents problems of validity - labor-
atory diagnosis that excludes other acute
respiratory affections is not available because
of practical difficulties. Glezen,22 in the United
States, showed that morbidity data are neces-
sary to confirm epidemic activity and that there
is a considerable time overlap of influenza and
acute respiratory infections of other aetiologies:
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, the syncytial res-'
piratory virus, and other respiratory viruses
have frequently been identified in cases labelled

influenza-like illness.2324 Influenza cases may
also be wrongly labelled as acute respiratory
infections. The problems of lack of predictive
value and sensitivity of the reported influenza-
like illnesses are a limitation of this indicator
and have already been pointed out by other
authors. In a study in Tecumseh (Michigan,
United States), Sullivan et al25 comment that
the target symptoms of influenza vary with
age and that it is advisable to determine the
aetiology of acute respiratory processes in order
to assess adequately the impact of influenza on
the community. Fleming and Cross,'9 also in
the United States, reach similar conclusions,
showing that the incorrect attribution of res-
piratory disease epidemics to the influenza virus
is a considerable problem when evaluating the
efficacy of influenza programmes. Some au-
thors propose the use of acute respiratory di-
eases as the indicator of morbidity for
monitoring influenza.2526 Specific studies must
be carried out to achieve a deeper knowledge
about this point.
The limited value of notified influenza-like

illnesses in the early detection of epidemics
could also be due to undemotification.27 We
do not have any studies that quantify un-
demotification of influenza, but these have
been carried out in other communities and it
has been shown that only one tenth of real cases
of influenza are declared.28 When Sprenger et
a129 observe that mortality increases pro-
portionally more than morbidity during in-
fluenza epidemics, they attribute this to
undernotification. Fleming and Ayres3" propose
that the level of morbidity required to define
an influenza epidemic is a rate of 400 per 105.
In our study such a rate was reached in only
one period, which makes us think that under
notification must be fairly large. On the other
hand, environmental factors such as tem-
perature, atmospheric pollution, and relative
humidity could have a certain bearing on in-
fluenza activity and mortality.311-4 This type of
factor was not considered in the present study
and could perhaps go some way towards ex-
plaining, at least partly, the excesses ofmortality
detected.

Finally, another datum that reinforces the
value of the mortality indicator in improving
the detection of influenza epidemics in our
study is the fact that mortality has increased
before morbidity, except for the 1989-90 sea-
son in which there was intense influenza activity
in both Europe and throughout Spain.9 This
fact could be explained in two ways: (1) The
indicator that best predicts large scale epidemic
activity is reported morbidity. Mortality would
then be considered as a complementary in-
dicator. In our series the increase in reported
morbidity preceded the increase in mortality
only in the 1989-90 season. It should therefore
be acknowledged that there was no epidemic
in the other four seasons, but in two seasons
there was also epidemic activity which was
identified by virus isolements and by other
indicators. (2) The indicator that best predicts
epidemic activity in our milieu is general mor-
tality. If it is a question of a surveillance system
being able to detect a health problem, and
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moreover of doing so early, then it is clear that
in all the epidemic seasons under study the
mortality indicator enabled us to detect in-
fluenza epidemics. In addition, mortality began
to increase very early in two of the epidemics.
This, in our opinion, is the best explanation.

Again, when studying the influence of one
model on another it can be seen that morbidity
is influenced by the mortality registered in the
four previous weeks, while the mortality series
does not seem to be affected by previously
reported cases of influenza-like illness. Ob-
viously, this correlation is not causal. It can
therefore be affirmed not only that mortality is
a good indicator of influenza activity in our
milieu, but moreover that it is independent of
notified morbidity.
The disadvantage of using the indicator

based on mortality, it has been argued, is the
delay in the availability. In our case, this lim-
itation was not observed as the number of
deaths occurring on the previous day is avail-
able daily in the towns studied.
Once it is assumed that mortality is a valid

criterion and that the model based on early
observation of deaths is useful, it would be
interesting, as Sprenger et al29 point out, to be
able to determine from what level of increase
measures ought to be adopted. Some
authors3536 define an epidemic as occurring
when the observed value exceeds the expected
value by more than two SDs for two consecutive
weeks.

In our study covering five seasons, there was
epidemic activity only in three, and mortality
indicator was increased in the above mentioned
way in all of them. In the two seasons without
influenza epidemic activity, the mortality in-
dicator did not show any significant increase.
However, because this study involved only a
small number of seasons and there is not an
absolute standard that enables us to define the
beginning ofan influenza epidemic,3738 the final
decision on declaring an epidemic and in-
stituting control measures,3940 should be made
by evaluating all the indicators included in the
influenza surveillance programme.

Appendix
THE PROPOSED MODEL FOR THE MORTALITY
SERIES WAS:

(1-fiB-f2B2)(t ) = e,

f1 =0Q429
f2= 0.272

OR THE EQUIVALENT FORM:

1
Y-y = (1 -f1B-f2B2) el,

Once the analysis of intervention had been
completed, the model was expressed as

Yt-y= daDa + dbDb+ dcDc + ddDd+

+ (1-fB -f2B2) el,

Where:
D= intervention carried out in the mortality
series and
d=parameter of intervention

Da, Db, Dc, Dd, dummy variables which take
the value of 1 for weeks shown in table 1 and
0 in the other cases.

y= 153-646
da=39-62
db= 33-49
dc= 25-56
dd= 25-83

THE PROPOSED MODEL FOR THE MORBIDITY
SERIES IS

(1 -g,B-g2B2-g3B3) (s-S = e2,

g, =0-164

2 =0-191

g3O=0490

or the equivalent form

s, s(1 -g,B-g2B2-g3B3) e2t

Once the analysis of intervention was com-
pleted, the model is expressed as

St-.s= WaGa ± WbGb+ WcGc+

1
(1 -g1B-g2B2_g3B3) e2t

Where:

G=intervention carried out in the morbidity
series
w =intervention parameter
Ga, Gb, Gc, Gd, dummy variables which take
the value of 1 for weeks shown in Table 2 and
0 in other cases.

s= 474-95
Wa= 1604-575
Wb= 4409-780
wC= 1863-026

Finally, we fit the following autoregressive
model to the mean corrected bivariate time
series
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{ytj}, mortality series and {st'} morbidity series:

LYt _0-313 0 lYt- ILSt J- 1-639 1-141J s* 2

+ 019 0 Yt-2l++ 2388 -0-397j[s* 2

0-615 0]js*j

-[1529 0] ]4 e4t

Operating with this expression, we arrive at ihe
relations between the mortality mean corrected
series {y>j and the morbidity mean corrected
series {s}

yt = 0313y1I +0 19y2+ e3t

s+1639y>1 +114ls*_ +2388yt-2-
-0397s* -0-615y* 3-1 529y*4+e4,

or equivalently for the last second equation

* (1-639 +2-388B-0-615B2_ 1*529B3)B *
S,= (1-1-141B+0-397B2) Yt+

1
+(1 -1-141B+O0397B2) 4t
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